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When a person listens to loudspeakers, the perceived sound is affected not only by the
loudspeaker properties but also by the acoustics of the surroundings. Loudspeaker equalization
can be used to correct the loudspeaker-room response. However, when the listener moves in
front of the loudspeakers, both the loudspeaker response and room effect change. In order
for the best correction to be achieved at all times, adaptive equalization is proposed in this
paper. A loudspeaker-correction system using the listener’s current location to determine the
correction parameters is proposed. The position of the listener’s head is located using a depthsensing camera, and suitable equalizer settings are then selected based on measurements and
interpolation. After correcting for the loudspeaker’s response at multiple locations and changing
the equalization in real time based on the user’s location, a loudspeaker response with reduced
coloration is achieved compared to no calibration or conventional calibration methods, with
the magnitude-response deviations decreasing from 10.0 to 5.6 dB within the passband of a
high-quality loudspeaker. The proposed method can improve the audio monitoring in music
studios and other occasions in which a single listener is moving in a restricted space.

0 INTRODUCTION
Reliable audio reproduction is essential for a multitude of
applications, ranging from media consumption and music
production to scientific purposes, such as listening tests.
High-quality loudspeakers and accompanying equipment,
including converters, amplifiers, and cables, all operate with
a relatively flat frequency response. However, when the
listener moves with respect to the loudspeaker, the response
always varies. This work proposes a method to equalize the
coloration caused by such slight changes in the listening
position.
A major portion of the overall coloration of a sound reproduction system results from room modes and reflections
[1, p. 550]. Other less-significant causes of coloration include amplifiers, cables, and the loudspeakers themselves.
The effect that the room has on the sound varies depending
on the room acoustics [1, pp. 511–545], including the size
and shape of the room, the acoustic treatment installed, and
any surfaces that are placed inside the room.
One approach for mitigating the room effect on sound
reproduction is to use loudspeaker equalization, which appropriately prefilters the input audio signal [2, 3]. Loud*To whom correspondence should be addressed, e-mail:
vesa.valimaki@aalto.fi. Last updated: May 9, 2022
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speaker equalization whitens the frequency response of the
loudspeaker based on an on-site frequency response measurement. Automated loudspeaker calibration software that
tailors the equalization with little human interaction are a
commonplace solution in professional recording studios.
Various commercial products utilize different methods for
calibration. For example, one such product measures the
room impulse response in the listening position to calibrate its loudspeakers [4], whereas another product measures multiple points around the listening position to create
an average correction for optimizing the loudspeakers [5].
Although correcting for the coloration of the converter,
amplifier, cables, loudspeaker, and the average or approximate acoustical imprint of the room, the listener’s position
significantly affects the frequency response of the system
[3; 1, p. 515]. Peaks and nulls, caused by standing waves that
form based on the room dimensions, behave in a seemingly
sporadic manner as the listener moves within the room. It
is known that the magnitude-response peaks especially are
easily noticeable, leading to coloration [6]. Similarly, furniture and other inconsistent surfaces create reflections that
bring about a multitude of filtering effects, further unbalancing the frequency response. Additionally, every loudspeaker shows significant angle-dependent coloration, depending on the direction of the listener with respect to the
loudspeaker [1, pp. 463–511].
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Room inverse filters, whose purpose is to flatten the magnitude response of a loudspeaker in a specific room, have
been studied extensively in the past 40 years [7–10]. A
least-mean-squares or direct inversion of the room impulse
response can be performed to arrive at a non-parametric
room equalization design, in which autoregressive-moving
average modeling can be used for a parametric model [11].
Karjalainen et al. [11] also differentiate between single and
multiple position designs, where the latter can be achieved
in a few different ways [12, 8]. In this paper, a localized
multiple position design is presented.
Some methods have been developed for localized audio reproduction. Galvéz et al. used a linear loudspeaker
array for dynamic audio reproduction by tracking a moving head in front of 28 loudspeakers [13]. Galvéz and Fazi
have also studied room reflection compensation for a similar loudspeaker array [14]. This system also uses the user’s
position with respect to the loudspeaker array to work. However, to the best knowledge of the authors, no studies have
attempted to use spatial tracking of the user to calibrate a
stereo loudspeaker setup.
This paper proposes how to mitigate the irregularities
of the loudspeaker response that changes with the user’s
location. It is suggested to first measure the loudspeaker
response at many points in the listening area, design an appropriate equalizing filter for each point, and use computer
vision for tracking the user’s movements. This allows selection of the best equalizer at every moment. A depth-sensing
camera is used to track the measurement process and the
listener in three dimensions in real-time.
In this work, the loudspeaker is calibrated based on
the measurements for each spatial position using a standard whitening process with a state-of-the-art multi-band
graphic equalizer (EQ) [15, 16]. A cascade structure was
selected for this work, but a parallel one is also an option
[17]. The accuracy of the method is verified by testing the
equalization at the measurement points and between them.
A program was also implemented to test the head tracking
and equalization in real-time using a regular PC. Some results from this work have previously been presented in a
Master’s thesis [18] and student conference [19].
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. SEC. 1
presents the principles of the developed correction system.
SEC. 2 describes the measurement methodology. SEC. 3
shows the measurement results from the proposed method
and non-corrected case. SEC. 4 outlines the results between
the proposed method and other correction methods. Finally,
conclusions are given in SEC. 5.
1 USER POSITION–BASED LOUDSPEAKER
CORRECTION
The perceived frequency response of a sound reproduction system is highly dependent on the position of the user
with respect to the loudspeakers. Room modes, room reflections, and loudspeaker directivity all govern ways by
which the response of a speaker changes, when the listener moves to a different location. A novel method, User
Position–Based Correction (UC), alleviates these perturJ. Audio Eng. Soc., Vol. 70, No. 9, 2022 September
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bations by taking the user’s position into account when
applying the loudspeaker correction. The intended application for this system is a modern audio production studio,
where the user’s head movements are slight, and thus, the
user’s head rotations are not accounted for.

1.1 Variable Loudspeaker Correction
For individual points in space, the equalization is realized much like conventional loudspeaker calibration. This
study uses the swept-sine method to measure the frequency
responses in all experiments [20]. In short, a 4-s sine sweep,
increasing exponentially in frequency, is fed into the system and recorded with a measurement microphone. The
measured signal is then deconvolved with the sine sweep to
extract the impulse response of the system. The frequency
response is obtained by applying the discrete Fourier transform to the impulse response. Finally, the frequency response is smoothed with one-third octave smoothing for
display.
After the analysis, a whitening EQ that counteracts perturbations in the frequency balance is inserted into the signal chain. A recent digital third-order graphic EQ design is
used to compute infinite impulse response (IIR) filter coefficients with low error [16]. The EQ comprises minimumphase filters, and therefore, they cause only minimal time
delay. However, the phase responses of these filters are not
linear, and some phase distortion may occur. In this work,
the effects of the phase distortion are considered to be negligible. If any phase distortion is seen as problematic, a
recent linear-phase graphic EQ is an option [21].
In an ideal scenario, this method should whiten the frequency balance of the loudspeaker system. This EQ takes
the desired EQ gains as function parameters and outputs a
set of IIR coefficients in 31 one-third octave bands that will
accurately generate those gains in the predetermined center
frequencies. The method uses an interaction matrix [22–24]
that contains information about how much each band leaks
to other bands. With this information, the application can
produce a set of IIR coefficients with vastly reduced errors
for each band’s gains. For the lowest frequency bands up
to 50 Hz in the anechoic chamber and 30 Hz in the recording studio room measurements, the command gains were
fixed to 0 dB. These frequencies were selected based on
the cutoff frequency of the speakers that were used in both
situations.
The movement of the receiver is taken into account with
object tracking. ArUco markers developed by Muñoz and
Garrido are used to define the position of the measurement
microphone in the measurement and testing phases [25]. A
printed black-and-white ArUco marker allows estimating
its position and rotation from a camera image. The Intel
D415 depth-sensing camera [26] was used for determining
the microphone distance from the camera itself, allowing
for object tracking in three dimensions. Open source libraries (OpenCV and dlib) were used to extract the location
of the receiver from a video feed [27, 28]. These libraries
include functions that allow for resource-efficient tracking
723
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Fig. 2. Cuboid structure of the measurement mesh. The equalizer coefficients for static correction (SC) were measured from
the center of this cube. The distance λ between two measurement points (dots) was 5 cm in all directions for the recording
studio measurements and 35, 15, and 15 cm in width, height, and
depth dimensions, respectively, for the anechoic chamber measurements.

For the sake of simplicity, only the results for the bestperforming interpolation method (trilinear) are shown in
this paper, see SEC. 4. The results for the rest of the interpolation methods are found in [18].
Fig. 1. Screenshot of the program (a) when the marker is at a
wrong place and (b) when the marker is positioned properly.

of both the ArUco markers and facial landmarks for video
sources.
Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) show the simulated tracking of the
user, in which the ArUco marker’s center position replaces
the center of the head of the user in these measurements. In
these figures, one can also witness the object tracking properly locating the user’s nose, although this capability was
only used for the real-time implementation of the program
and not the measurements.
1.2 Interpolation of Equalizer Gains
In this paper, equalizer gain interpolation was also implemented and tested. Although hypothetically inferior in
performance to the UC, interpolation methods have a clear
advantage in practice. Measuring the frequency responses
for each point can be very labor-intensive and error-prone
in itself. Increasing the mesh size to improve the resolution
of the UC method grows to impractical proportions if the
distance between measurement points is the same as the
measurement resolution. The mesh is a three-dimensional
cuboid with a width, height, and depth. A rendition of the
mesh can be seen in Fig. 2. Moreover, interpolation provides a continuous experience for the real-time application
of the UC. The step-wise changing of the correction in realtime is audible for the user and reduces the benefits of the
correction method.
Four different interpolation methods were tested: trilinear, cubic, modified Akima piecewise cubic Hermite, and
spline interpolation [29–32]. The differences between the
performance of the four interpolation methods were small.
724

1.3 Real-Time Implementation
A real-time version of the UC program was developed to
a point in which the principle could be tested in practice.
The PC used for testing has a Windows 10 operating system
with the Intel Core i5-10310U CPU system with 16 GB of
RAM and integrated Intel UHD graphics. With the required
image and audio processing running, the program is able
to perform in real time at the audio sampling rate of 44.1
kHz. This included both the head tracking algorithms and
two 31-band IIR EQ filters, one for each stereo channel.
In the real-time version of the program, no artifacts caused
by filter parameter changes could be detected. This was
tested by using different crossfade times and ensuring that
the selected value did not cause any audible artefacts in
informal listening sessions.
The real-time implementation uses the open-source
framework JUCE [33] for audio processing, a machine
learning toolkit dlib [28], and a computer vision toolkit
OpenCV [27] for image processing. The real-time implementation applies a previously computed whitening EQ
filter to the loudspeakers’ two audio streams, based on the
current position of the user. When the user moves enough
for the filter to change, a short linear crossfade is applied
to avoid discontinuities. The crossfade length of 100 ms
was sufficient to suppress audible artifacts. The rest of this
paper reports results of offline measurements, carried out
with a separate measurement program, which is otherwise
identical to the real-time version.
For the sake of demonstrating the subjective experience
of the UC method, the authors have made videos that allow
one to hear what the correction system sounds like in-situ.
To contrast this, the videos also show the non-corrected
J. Audio Eng. Soc., Vol. 70, No. 9, 2022 September
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condition. These videos can be found online [34]. The use
of headphones is advised for the best experience.
2 MEASUREMENT METHODOLOGY
The focus of this study is to assess the steady-state objective performance of the proposed UC method. This section explains the test procedure in which the UC method is
compared with three other equalization methods. The tested
rooms and spatial resolution of the listener tracking are also
described.
Differences in the measurement setups are tailored to underline specific research questions. For example, the anechoic chamber tests had large distances between the measurement points to assess a wider range of travel around the
loudspeaker and thus measure the suppressing effect of the
system on the loudspeaker’s directivity pattern.
A third room, a listening space in Aalto Acoustics Lab,
was also measured. The results were in line with the results
from the recording studio and thus are not presented in this
paper. These results can be observed in [18].
2.1 Testing Procedure
The effectiveness of the UC method against a noncorrected condition (NC), static correction (SC), and a
method using linear interpolation of the EQ gain (LIC)
was measured. The SC method corresponds to a conventional single-point correction, in which the loudspeakers
are equalized based on a measurement at a single listening position. LIC refers to a UC-like calibration method, in
which the EQ gains for a point between four measured UC
points were linearly interpolated from them instead of using
the data point itself, i.e., LIC equalizer gains are approximations of the UC equalizer gains and will likely perform
worse than UC at that point.
The full testing routine for all tests can be characterized
by four steps:
1. Measurement: The measurement program is used to
get the location-specific swept-sine responses.
2. Equalizer filter design: A MATLAB script is run to
compute the one-third octave band-filter coefficients
either on the location of the measured sweep or an
interpolated version from multiple locations.
3. Equalizer testing: A measurement program is used,
again utilizing swept-sine signals processed with the
designed filters.
4. Analysis: The test results are analyzed.
Three quantitative inquiries were performed. The tests
used were the following:
1. On-location performance: Filters were generated for
each measured location and then tested for performance. This test measures the absolute performance
of UC.
2. Conventional loudspeaker correction performance
(SC): Here, the equalizers generated from the lisJ. Audio Eng. Soc., Vol. 70, No. 9, 2022 September

Fig. 3. Measurement setup in the large anechoic chamber of the
Aalto Acoustics Lab.

Fig. 4. Recording studio tests.

tening position were also tested in other points in
the mesh. This equalizer is the same for all measurements for both measurement locations.
3. Interpolation performance: Multiple sets of measurements were used to compute interpolated filter
coefficients. These coefficients were tested in the
intended locations for performance.
2.2 Test Rooms
The test results were measured in two different rooms. By
using multiple rooms, different aspects of the performance
of the UC method could be isolated. The rooms measured
were the anechoic chamber in the Aalto University Acoustics Lab, Espoo, Finland (see Fig. 3), and the first author’s
music production workshop studio in Espoo, Finland (see
Fig. 4).
Measuring the system in these two rooms allowed for
assessing the UC’s performance against different types of
difficulties. The anechoic chamber tests were conducted to
isolate the UC’s performance in correcting for the loudspeaker’s directivity pattern whereas the recording studio
725
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room tests evaluated the effectiveness of the system in a
real-world scenario.
2.3 Spatial Resolution
The UC method measures the points in a 3D mesh depicted in Fig. 2. The mesh points were 5 cm apart for
the studio room tests. For the anechoic chamber tests, the
points were 35 cm apart from each other in the x dimension
(horizontal/side-to-side) and 15 cm apart in the y dimension
(vertical/up-down) and z dimension (depth/front-to-back).
The performance of the system is evaluated at each point
of the mesh. The interpolation performance and static correction filters are evaluated in a 2 × 2 × 2 mesh inside the
depicted 5 × 5 × 5 mesh, neglecting every second point.
The UC system measures and calibrates each loudspeaker separately. For the anechoic chamber measurements, a single loudspeaker was used. In the recording
studio tests, both loudspeakers in a stereo setup were separately measured in the same spatial locations.
The Intel D415 depth-sensing camera was used to track
the user in three dimensions. With a proper framework for
fetching the data from the camera (the authors used Intel
RealSense SDK 2.0 [26]), there is no apparent latency in
the video or depth feeds. The camera runs at 30 frames
per second, and its field of view is 65◦ × 40◦ (horizontal ×
vertical). The minimum operating distance for the camera
is 45 cm. The depth sensor accuracy is stated to be 2% at
2 m, meaning that the error at the usual operating range is
about 2 cm.

Fig. 5. Magnitude response with and without User Position–Based
Correction (UC) at a single point in the anechoic chamber at a 30◦
angle.

3 MEASUREMENT RESULTS
In this section, the UC method is tested for the correction
of the different isolated factors contributing to the perturbed
magnitude responses. These factors include the attenuation
caused by the loudspeaker directivity and changing room
modes, when the listener moves with respect to the loudspeaker system.
3.1 Compensating the Loudspeaker Directivity
The loudspeaker directivity pattern is one of the reasons for the frequency response changes with the listener’s
position. Measurements were carried out in an anechoic
chamber to discern whether the system accurately corrects
for the directionality of the loudspeaker. Fig. 3 shows the
measurement setup from the anechoic chamber measurements. In these measurements, a Genelec 8331 speaker
was measured and equalized using the UC method. Magnitude response curves included in the loudspeaker product
manual show characteristic step-wise attenuation at high
frequencies when the listening angle increases [35].
In Fig. 5, the loudspeaker was measured at a 30◦ angle
with and without UC. From this experiment, most notably
it can be seen that the slight high-end attenuation caused by
the relatively wide listening angle is well compensated by
the UC method. On top of this, some notable local peaks
and nulls at around 600, 1,500, 5,000, and 13,000 Hz are
corrected.
726

Fig. 6. Magnitude response of the left loudspeaker with and without correction at a single point in the recording studio. UC, User
Position–Based Correction.

3.2 Room Modes and Reflections
When the listener moves inside the room, they move
through a changing field of excited room modes. In addition
to this, reflective surfaces induce comb filtering and partial
absorption of frequencies that both depend on the receiver’s
relative location in the room.
In Fig. 6, the uncorrected and corrected frequency responses can be observed in a single point in the studio
room. The UC method adequately finds the perturbances in
the frequency response at this spatial position and applies
counteracting equalizers for each frequency band, resulting
in an overall flatter magnitude response and smaller range,
i.e., the difference between the lowest and highest decibel
value. Ranges for the NC and UC methods at this location
are presented in Table 1. It should be noted that since nulls
are caused by phase cancellation at specific frequencies, it
is often considered implausible to completely correct for
them with an equalizer. Two of the most common reasons
for these nulls are standing waves and desktop reflections.
In the recording studio measurements, the setup included
J. Audio Eng. Soc., Vol. 70, No. 9, 2022 September
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Table 1. Ranges for the User Position–Based Correction (UC)
and non-corrected condition (NC) for the left-most, top-most,
and hind-most point in the interpolation mesh in the recording
studio. The best result in each frequency range is highlighted
in bold.
Correction Method

35 Hz–20 kHz

100 Hz–20 kHz

NC
Suggested method (UC)

10.0 dB
5.6 dB

7.4 dB
5.4 dB

Fig. 8. Magnitude response of the left speaker of the recording
studio room with proposed and static correction. This measurement is located in the left-most, top-most, and hind-most point in
the measurement mesh and is roughly 22 cm from the center of
the mesh. UC, User Position–Based Correction.
Table 2. Ranges for User Position–Based Correction (UC) and
static correction (SC) in the left-most, top-most, and hind-most
part of the interpolation grid in the recording studio room.
Fig. 7. Average magnitude response range for the uncorrected
condition and after applying the proposed User Position–Based
Correction (UC) method measured in the recording studio in the
frequency range of 35–20,000 Hz. Smaller value is better. NC,
non-corrected condition.

a desktop between the speakers and microphone, which, in
conjunction with the nulls caused by the standing waves,
will inherently result in undulation in the magnitude response of the calibrated condition.
3.3 Average Magnitude Response Range
The average range of a loudspeaker magnitude response
is obtained by computing the range of each single-point
response and then averaging the number of measurement
points. In one of the measurement locations (a recording
studio room), the average of the decibel ranges in each point
for the left channel was reduced from 10.3 dB (NC) to 4.9
dB (UC), marking a 5.4-dB reduction between the lowest
and highest decibel value in the 35 Hz–20 kHz range. This
reduction in the average range grants insight into the overall
performance of the UC method when compared with NC.
These results are collected in Fig. 7.
4 COMPARISON WITH OTHER METHODS
This section presents a comparison of the proposed UC
method with two other techniques (SC and LIC) and with
the noncorrected loudspeakers. In addition to specific test
cases, an average range of magnitude response deviation is
presented for each method.
4.1 Static Correction
The responses for the UC and SC for the left loudspeaker
in one point of the measurement mesh in the recording studio can be viewed in Fig. 8. Although both correction methJ. Audio Eng. Soc., Vol. 70, No. 9, 2022 September

Correction

35–20,000 Hz

100–20,000 Hz

SC
Proposed (UC)

6.6 dB
4.8 dB

6.6 dB
4.5 dB

Table 3. Ranges for User Position–Based Correction (UC) and
linear interpolation of the equalizer gain (LIC) in the left-most,
under-most, and hind-most part of the interpolation grid.
Correction

35–20,000 Hz

100–20,000 Hz

LIC
Proposed (UC)

5.1 dB
5.0 dB

5.0 dB
4.3 dB

ods are working relatively well, the UC performs better at
evening out the frequency response. The biggest difference
between the two can be seen at 1 kHz, in which the frequency response of the SC shows a considerable peak. The
magnitude response ranges for both methods are presented
in Table 2.
4.2 Correction With Interpolated Equalizer Gains
The responses for the UC and LIC for the left loudspeaker
are shown in Fig. 9. These results were obtained from the
recording studio measurements. Although both the UC and
LIC perform well, the UC still produces a flatter frequency
response. The trilinear interpolation that was used for the
LIC measurements interpolates the EQ gain coefficients
from four surrounding UC measurement points, which are
all at a 0.43-cm distance from the LIC measurement point.
The magnitude response ranges for both methods are presented in Table 3.
4.3 Average Range Comparison
In Fig. 10, the average decibel ranges from the recording studio measurements for each method are shown. This
727
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Fig. 9. Frequency response of the studio room with User Position–
Based Correction (UC) and static correction for the left loudspeaker. This point is in the left-most, top-most, and fore-most
point in the interpolation mesh. This result was obtained from the
recording studio room.

PAPERS

each sub-cuboid are calibration points translating to physical locations in the listening zone. The calibration system
requires a measurement phase to estimate the magnitude
response of the speakers in the room for all of these points.
The proposed system was compared with 1) no correction, 2) static single-point correction, and 3) interpolated
EQ gains. The proposed system was shown to measurably
improve the average magnitude response of the loudspeakers with respect to all other systems. Although the reduction from NC in the average magnitude response ripple
in the listening zone was several decibels for SC (a reduction of 3.6 dB) and LIC (4.3 dB), the proposed UC
method (5.4 dB) clearly outperforms all other methods in
this regard.
Room inverse filtering is widely used in a modern recording studio for precise audio monitoring. The proposed system improves on the existing technology, offering greater
accuracy in audio reproduction for mixing engineers and
hi-fi enthusiasts alike. Even small movements of the engineer over a mixing desk can counteract the room response measurements, hindering their confidence in their
craft. State-of-the-art face tracking that utilizes pose estimation can be considered for the future iterations of the
system, by integrating the rotation of the user’s head into
the correction [36]. With the EQ system outlined in this
paper, the perturbations caused by the listener’s movement
can be significantly reduced.
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Fig. 10. Averages of each method in the frequency range of 50–
20,000 Hz. Smaller values are better. LIC, linear interpolation
of the equalizer gain; NC, non-corrected condition; SC, static
correction; UC, User Position–Based Correction.

confirms the hypotheses that the UC method outperforms
all other methods and that NC performs worse than any
other method. The SC and LIC methods also provide some
improvement over no correction, but it is only about 2 and
3 dB in average for the SC and LIC methods, respectively.
However, the proposed UC method reduces the magnitude
response variations by 5 dB in average.
5 CONCLUSION
A loudspeaker calibration system equalizing the magnitude response based on the user’s location was introduced
and studied. The calibration system uses a depth-sensing
camera, object tracking, and a state-of-the-art graphic EQ
design. The calibration mesh defines the listening zone and
spatial resolution of the calibration. Within this mesh, individual points are defined in a cuboid, where the corners of
728
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